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A  B S  T R  A  C  T  The electrical resistance of consecutive segments of capillaries has 
been determined by a method in which the microvessels were treated as a leaky, 
infinite cable. A two-dimensional analytical model to describe the potential field 
in  response  to  intracapillary  current  injection  was  formulated.  The  model 
allowed determination of the electrical resistance  from four sets of data:  the 
capillary  radius,  the  capillary  length  constant,  the  length  constant  in  the 
mesentery perpendicular to the capillary, and the relative potential drop across 
the capillary wall. Of particular importance were the mesothelial membranes 
covering the mesenteric capillaries with  resistances several times higher than 
that of the capillary endothelium. 27 frog mesenteric capillaries were character- 
ized. The average resistance of the endothelium was 1.85 f~cm 2, which compares 
well with  earlier determinations of the ionic permeability of such capillaries. 
However,  heterogeneity with  respect  to  resistance  was  observed,  that  of  10 
arterial capillaries being 3.0 P,  cm  2 as compared with 0.95 ~'?,cm  2 for 17 mid- and 
venous capillaries. The average in situ length constant was 99 #m for the arterial 
capillaries and 57/~m for the mid- and venous capillaries.  It is likely that the 
ions that carry the current must move paracellularly, through junctions that are 
leaky to small solutes. 
INTRODUCTION 
Most  studies  of the  permeability of single capillaries  have been  undertaken 
with  the  Landis  occlusion  technique  (Landis,  1927),  or  modifications  of it 
(Michel et al.,  1974). The technique allows determination of filtration coeffi- 
cients and reflection coefficients to various solutes (Curry et al.,  1976). Crone 
and  Friedman  (1976)  introduced  electrophysiological methods  in  studies  of 
ionic  permeability  of single  capillaries  using  ion-sensitive  microelectrodes. 
From  this  experimental  approach  arose  the  idea  of studying  the  electrical 
resistance  of the  capillary  wall  by  injecting  current  into  the  capillary  and 
monitoring the electrical potential field created inside and outside the capillary 
in response to the current  (Crone,  1980).  In the present paper, we report the 
theoretical  analysis  and  experimental  results  obtained  in  a  series  of experi- 
ments in which  the electrical resistance of microvessels in the frog mesentery 
was determined. The analysis rests on an analogy between a  blood capillary 
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and a  leaky, infinite electric cable--the  capillary wall corresponding to the 
insulating mantle and the plasma to the inner core. 
This approach to capillary permeability opens up the possibility of studying 
fast changes in capillary wall resistance and unspecific ionic permeability--a 
territory  which so  far  has  been  unapproachable  because of methodological 
limitations. In this paper, however, we restrict ourselves to an account of the 
determination of the electrical constants. 
THEORY 
In one-dimensional cable theory the decline of transmembrane potential in 
response to a steady current is logarithmic under certain simplified conditions 
(Eisenberg and Johnson,  1970). Thus,  V(x) =  V(0) exp (-x/X),  where V(x) is 
the steady displacement of membrane potential at a  distance x from the site 
of injection of current into an infinitely long cable.  V(0) is the potential at the 
point  of current  injection  and  X  is  the  length  constant.  Under  conditions 
under  which  the  fluid  by  which  the  leaky  cable  is  surrounded  has  a  high 
conductance,  the  length  constant  is  given  by  ~,  where  ri  is  the  core 
resistance (~cm -1) and rm is the resistance per unit length of the semiinsulating 
sheath  (f~cm). To the extent  that  these simple requirements  are  fulfilled, a 
similar analysis can  in principle be  used for determination of the electrical 
resistance of the capillary wall. Current is injected into the capillary, and the 
resulting  potential  displacement  is  measured  at  various  distances  from  the 
current source within the capillary. 
In  practice,  the  geometrical  conditions  in  the  frog's  mesentery  differ  in 
several respects from those required in simple cable theory, the most significant 
difference being that the capillaries  lie between two mesothelial membranes 
that cover the mesentery and that have electrical  resistances comparable to 
that  of the capillary  wall  (Frckj~er-Jensen  and  Christensen,  1979).  Thus,  a 
supplementary analysis is required to describe the current-voltage relations in 
a mesenteric capillary. Although special conditions exist in the mesentery, the 
essence of the method may be applied to other tissues in which the geometry 
is less complicated and closer to that of a leaky cable suspended in a conducting 
medium. Before giving an analysis of the special conditions in the mesentery, 
it  is convenient to review some of the fundamental relations  for a  "naked" 
capillary surrounded by a  medium of high conductance. 
The capillary is characterized by two important parameters. The first is the 
resistance of a  1-cm  2 capillary wall to current flowing perpendicularly through 
the wall, Rm (f~cm2). The surface area per centimeter of capillary length is 2~ra 
(cm2/cm), where the capillary radius is a. Thus, the membrane resistance per 
centimeter of capillary length, rm, is given by 
Rm 
rm -  ~  (f~cm). 
When the inner medium in the capillary has a  resistivity of Pi  (~,cm), the 
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Pi 
ri  ....  (f~cm  -1)  ~a  2 
for current flowing longitudinally within the capillary. 
When current  is injected into a  tubular structure, the potential variation, 
V(x),  inside  the  capillary  (x-direction)  is  governed  by  the  field  equation 
(Hodgkin and Rushton,  1946) 
1 d2V  1 
=  --.  V(x).  (1) 
ri'~x  rm 
Letting  ~  ----  )L~, the  field  equation  is  dZV/dx 2 =  (1/)k~)V,  with  the 
familiar solution 
V(x)  =  V(O)e -x/ax  (2) 
for current injected at x -- 0. 
Xx is the experimentally determined figure from which the capillary  wall 
resistance can be calculated using the relation 
Rm  ~-  ri'~ ~x" 2~a  (3) 
derived from the preceding equations. 
Field Equatwn for a Mesenteric  Capillary 
Current injected into a mesenteric capillary returns to the superfusate covering 
the upper mesenteric surface along two paths (cf. Fig.  1). One is through the 
upper part  of the capillary circumference and  the mesothelium covering it. 
The  other  is  sidewards  via  the  lateral  parts  of the  capillary  wall  into  the 
interstitium between the mesothelial membranes and back through the upper 
mesothelial membrane to the superfusate. 
In the following analysis the well-superfused upper surface of the mesentery 
is considered to be equipotential  (zero). It is further assumed that no current 
leaks in the downward direction, because the fluid layer between  the lower 
mesothelial  membrane  and  the  perspex  pillar  on  which  the  mesentery  is 
mounted is negligible (Fr~kjzer-Jensen  and Christensen,  1979).  The symbols 
used in the model are defined in the following list. 
SYMBOL  UNIT 
Rm  P-,cm  2 
rm  f/,cm 
pi  f~cm 
Nines  ~cm 2 
po  f~cm 
ri  ~'/,cm  -~ 
Tla  t  ~zm 
rup  9,cm 
DESCRIPTION 
Specific resistance of endothelial wall 
Resistance per centimeter of capillary wall 
Resistivity of capillary interior 
Specific resistance of mesothelial membrane 
Resistivity of interstitium 
Resistance of 1 cm of capillary interior 
Resistance of 1 cm of capillary wall, facing interstitium 
Resistance  of  1 cm  of upward-facing  capillary  wall  and 
covering mesothelium 352 
ro 
)~  cm 
~x  cm 
X,  cm 
~kmes  cm 
-1  h  cm 
a  cm 
d  cm 
V(x)  v 
Vout(X, y)  V 
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Resistance of a square slab of mesentery 
Length constant of "naked" capillary 
Length constant  for potential  variation  in  direction x,  in 
both capillary and interstitium 
Length constant  for potential  variation  perpendicular  to 
capillary in interstitium 
Length constant of mesothelial membrane 
=po/R= 
Capillary radius 
Thickness of mesentery 
Potential in capillary at position x 
Potential in interstitium, referred to tip of current-injecting 
electrode 
To set up the differential equation describing the current flow within and 
out of the capillary, two resistances consistent with the model described above 
must be defined (of. Fig. 1), rup and tlat (per centimeter of capillary length). In 
analogy with the equation for the "naked" capillary (Eq.  1), the field equation 
for the "wrapped" capillary is 
1 d2V  1 
ri ~2" =  1  IV(x) -  Vout(X, 0)]  +  --  V(x),  (4) 
?'lat  ?'up 
whcrc Vo,t  (x,  0) is thc potential  in the intcrstitium  immediately outsidc  the 
capillary  (y = 0).  The first  tcrm on the  right-hand side  is  current  leaking  from 
capillary  to intcrstitium  and is cqual to the potcntial  difference  across  thc 
capillary  divided by the  lateral  capillary  rcsistancc.  Thc sccond  tcrm is  current 
Icaking  upward through both thc capillary  wall and mesothelium. The tcrm 
on thc  Icft-hand  side  gives  the  ncgativc  rate  of  change with distance  of  current 
flowing in the capillary. 
To evaluatc  rlat  and rup,  we assume that  thc  mesothelium is  tightly  wrappcd 
around a capillary,  Icaving  a free  capillary  surfacc  in thc latcral  dircctions. 
Thc "hcight" of the frec  surfacc  cquals that  of the intcrstitium  outside  thc 
capillary,  d, which is always smaUcr than the diameter of the capillary  (cf. 
Fig. I).  Current from capillary  to  intcrstititum  passcs  (pcr  centimctcr)  through 
the arca 2d; thcrcforc, 
rlat  =  Rm/2d.  (5) 
The current leaving upward passes through an area (per centimeter) approx- 
imately half the circumference minus d. Thus, 
rop  =  (Rm +  Rme~)  / (~ra -  d),  (6) 
where Rme, is the specific resistance of the mesothelial membrane. 
Field Equation for the Interstitium 
The resistance of a square slab of interstitium of thickness d is ro -- po/d, where 
po is the resistivity of the interstitium. The unit for ro is ohm, often denoted CaoN~  AND  CaZISTZNSZN  Electrical  Resistance of Capillary Endothetium  353 
ohm per square  (tq/[--]).  In the interstitium,  current  flows in two dimensions, 
so that  the field equation is given by 
1 {~2Vout  ~2  Vout~  I 
~x  + ~y  J  =  R-~,,  " Vo,,(x,y),  (7) 
where  Vo,t (x, y)  is the potential  field in the mesentery. They-coordinates lie 
perpendicular to the capillary. This equation is analogous to the field equation 
for the naked capillary  (Eq.  1), except that  it  accounts  for two-dimensional 
current  flow. The ratio Rm~/ro may be interpreted  as the square of a  length 
constant for the mesothelial membrane, hines. 
rup 
d  Vout  Ix,y)  _t_  rlat 
~y 
FIcvR~  1.  Schematic representation  of a capillary lying between two mesen- 
teric  membranes.  Current  injected  into the capillary creates a  potential  V(x) 
that is attenuated as a result of current flow through two resistances, r~p and flat. 
r~p  is  due to  two successive  membranes,  the capillary wall  and  the covering 
mesothelium. The current  flowing into the interstitium in the lateral direction 
creates a potential field,  Vout (x,y). d is the average height of the interstitium. 
Boundary Condition 
At any given position in the capillary the current leaving the vessel must equal 
the interstitial  current  component in they-direction immediately outside the 
capillary,  at y  =  0.  This  boundary  condition  is  expressed  in  the  following 
equation: 
iy(x, o)  =  V(x)  -  Vo.t(x, o)  =  l  OVo.t  , 
Rm  -- P"~  "  ~'~  y-0  (8) 
which  expresses the current  density perpendicular  to the capillary  and  con- 
nects the fields V(x) and  Vo~  described by Eqs. 4 and  7. 
Eqs. 4, 7, and 8 represent a set of coupled differential equations that can be 
solved analytically to give the potential variations within the capillary and in 
the interstitium, 
V(x)  =  V(0) exp (-x/Xx),  (x -> 0)  (9a) 
and 
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where h  =  po/Rm  (cm-1), and ax and ay are the length constants along the x- 
axis andy-axis. Within the capillary the potential variation in they-direction 
is  ignored.  The potential  is  symmetric with  respect  to  the coordinate axes. 
Notice that ax is the same within and outside the capillary. The potential at 
the outside of the capillary wall is a constant fraction of the potential within 
the capillary at any point, and the ratio between the two potentials is given 
by ha,l(1  +  ha:,). 
The field is completely characterized by the three quantities a~, ay, and h, 
all of which are determined experimentally. From these measured quantities, 
the sought resistance of the capillary endothelium, Rm, is obtained by use of 
Eq.  10,  itself derived  by  insertion  in  the earlier equations  (for details,  see 
Appendix), 
rlat  =  ri ￿9 a 2  1  +  hay +  2(d +  ha2mes)  '  (10) 
where the length constant of the mesothelium is related to ax and ay by the 
equation  1/a~  2 +  2  2  1/ay  =  1/ames.  Eq.  10 is the familiar cable equation, with 
a multiplication factor contained within the brackets. 
Finally, the resistance of the capillary membrane, Rm, is obtained from the 
relationship (cf. eqs. 3 and 5) 
Rm  =  2d .  flat.  (11) 
The procedure in data evaluation is thus to start with the measured values 
ax  and  ay together with  the ratio  of potentials  inside and just  outside the 
capillary. The two first quantities  define ame~, and the potential  ratio gives 
hay and h. ri is calculated using the specific resistance of frog Ringer's fluid (90 
f~cm) and the measured capillary radius.  The average thickness of the mes- 
entery was earlier determined to be 12.2 ftm (Fr0kj~er-Jensen and Christensen, 
1979).  This  value was  based  on  a  shrinkage  in  microscopical specimens of 
~20%.  It was later found that  the shrinkage was <2%  and that  the correct 
value for the average interstitial thickness is therefore 10.0/tin. 
The influence of the mesentery and interstitium on the calculation of Rm is 
given by the figures within the brackets in Eq.  10. The first of the two terms 
refers to the combined effect of interstitium and its covering mesothelial layer. 
It  would  be  one  if the  potential just  outside  the capillary were zero.  The 
second term refers to the influence of the mesothelial layer covering the upper 
surface of the capillary. The numerical aspects of the "correction" terms are 
discussed below on the basis of the actual experimental results. 
When the electrode penetrates the endothelial wall, it may leave a rupture 
through  which  current  can  enter  the  endothelial  cell.  Since  gap junctions 
between endothelial cells in arterial capillaries have been demonstrated (Sim- 
ionescu et al., 1975 a, and Footnote 1), current may spread within the capillary 
wall in these vessels, a possibility that has not been considered in the modeling; 
the  lumen  diameter  is,  however,  much  larger  than  the  thickness  of the 
endothelial cell layer (0.5 pro), so the resistance per centimeter of the cells is 
much larger than that of the capillary, which, in itself, reduces the problem. CRONE AND CHRXSXENSEN  Electrical  Resistance of Capillary Endothelium  355 
The resistance of the capillary wall is treated as a  continuously distributed 
quantity,  because current  leaks via the interendothelial junctions,  which  are 
organized randomly in a  meshwork around the circumference, t This situation 
does not correspond to the regular spacing observed by FriSmter and Diamond 
(1972) in the gallbladder mounted as a  flat sheet. The topology of the capillary 
wall cannot be exactly modeled, and the resistance is considered to be evenly 
distributed as a  first approximation. 
METHODS 
Preparation 
All experiments were carried out on mesenteric capillaries of Rana temporaria at room 
temperature  (20-23~  The  animals  had  been  kept  for various  periods  (weeks to 
months) at 4~  Experiments were conducted throughout  the year. The frog weight 
was  -40  g.  Anesthesia  was  established  by placing  the  frogs  in  5%  urethane  until 
mouth  respiration  stopped.  Frogs were then  rinsed  under  water,  the  abdomen was 
opened, and the mesentery was prepared for microscopy as described earlier (Crone 
et al.,  1978).  Most of the procedure was the same as that given in our earlier paper 
(Crone  et  al.,  1978),  and  only  special  features  of the  present  technique  will  be 
described in detail. 
The mesentery was observed through  a  Leitz Laborlux  II binocular  microscope 
(Leitz, Wetzlar, W. Germany) using total magnifications between 40 and 320 ￿  By 
means of long-distance objectives (Achromat L 20/0- 32, L 32/0.40) working distances 
of >3 mm were achieved; this made it rather easy to bring microelectrodes mounted 
on Leitz micromanipulators into contact with the preparation. One of the eyepieces 
contained a 20 ￿  20 grid. The side of a square was 120/zm at 40 ￿  magnification and 
15/Lm at 320 ￿  magnification. 
Due to the very fine tip diameter of the microelectrodes penetration  through  the 
mesothelium and into the capillary lumen was easy and could be carried out without 
a  holding rod to fix the mesentery. Two microelectrodes were used, one for injection 
of current and one for potential measurements. The position of the tip of the current 
electrode and of the potential electrode was read in Cartesian  coordinates, and the 
distance  was  calculated  by  Pythagoras's  rule.  Measurements  were  performed  on 
various types of capillaries, arterial, mid-capillaries, and venous. Vessels belong to the 
diverging part of the microvasculature were named "arterial," "mid-capillaries" refers 
to that portion of the bed where there were no further divisions or confluences, and 
"venous capillaries" were vessels at which two or more vessels converged. 
The superfusate consisted of normal frog Ringer's solution with the following ionic 
concentrations (mM): Na  §  110.7;  K +, 2.0; Ca  2§  1.8; and HCO~, 1.2. The osmolality 
was 215 mosM  1-1. Albumin was not added to the superfusate. 
The potential readings were always carried out with liberal superfusion (to ensure 
isopotential conditions on the upper surface of the mesentery). The superfusion had 
to be interrupted whenever the microelectrodes were repositioned because of focussing 
problems due to the presence of the stirred superfusate. 
The micromanipulators and the microscope were fastened to a common aluminum 
plate placed on a  vibration-free table resting directly on the concrete pillars of the 
a Bundgaard, M., and J. Fr0kjaer-Jensen.  Functional aspects of the ultrastructure of terminal 
blood vessels. A quantitative study on consecutive  segments of the frog mesenteric microvas- 
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building through holes in the floor, thus avoiding stray vibrations due to mechanical 
disturbances. 
The duration of the experiments after exposure of the mesentery was -2-4  h. 
Electrical Measurements 
The general design of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2. Current was injected through 
a glass microelectrode filled with 2 M  KCI. The resulting electrical potential displace- 
ments were monitored with another microelectrode positioned in various places within 
the capillary (to measure %x) as well as outside the capillary within the two mesothelial 
membranes (to measure %y). The electrical resistance of the electrodes varied between 
5 and  10 M~, somewhat lower for the current-injection electrode than for that used 
for potential  measurements. The current  was delivered through  a  current-injection 
unit that passed a constant current of 0.1-0.5 #A for a command voltage of 0.2-1  V. 
Differential  Current 
Amplifier  Generator 
_l-t_ 
Jge 
FtouaE  2.  Schematic representation of the experimental setup.  Square-wave 
current  pulses  are  injected  into  a  capillary  via  a  glass  microelectrode.  The 
electrical potential within the capillary is measured with a second glass micro- 
electrode connected to a  high-impedance differential electrometer (and oscillo- 
scope) via a Ag-AgCI wire. 
The current-injection  unit  allowed delivery of this current  through  electrode resist- 
ances up to 20 MfL The main resistance for the passage of current was offered by the 
microelectrode. Problems sometimes arose from an increasing electrical resistance in 
the tip of the current microelectrode, possibly because of plugging of the tip. 
The current circuit was closed via an agar bridge filled with 2 M  KCI connected 
to a  Ag-AgCI wire. The agar bridge consisted of a  short plastic tube, with an outer 
diameter of 1.2 ram, containing solidified 2% agar. The whole measuring and current 
delivery system was kept floating with respect to earth. Thus, the frog was electrically 
isolated from the conducting parts of the microscope stage by a nonconducting plate 
fastened  to  the stage.  All  other  possible connections were effectively isolated  from 
ground.  Distortion from electrical mains was minimized by the use of screened leads 
throughout  the laboratory building. The electrical potentials were monitored with a 
high-impedance  differential  electrometer.  The  potential  was  measured  between  a CRONE AND CHRISTENSEN Electrical  Resistance of CapillaTy Endothelium  357 
separate agar bridge and the microelectrode tip (cf. Fig. 2). The input impedance of 
the electrometer was 10 xa ~2, and the time constant of the system was ~ 10 ms. Current 
pulses with a frequency of 2 Hz and a duration of 200 ms were generally used. 
The microelectrode potentials were displayed on a  storage oscilloscope (OS 4000, 
Gould Advance, Hainault, Essex, England), from which readings were made. Current 
strength  and  overall  resistance  were constantly  monitored  on  an  oscilloscope with 
storage  possibility  (Tektronix,  Inc.,  Beaverton,  Oreg.).  Sometimes the  signals  were 
displayed on a two-channel Brush recorder (Gould Inc., Systems Division, Cleveland, 
Ohio). 
Length  constants  were  measured  by taking  four  to  five  potential  readings  and 
plotting the data on semilogarithmic paper. Linearization was performed graphically. 
mV 
100[ "e 
50  t  ~  ~x=1521Jm 
I12  ~l~eY~  m 
o  do  1:~o  l~Ovm 
Distance  from tip of current  electrode 
FIGURE 3.  Electrical potentials in response to current injections into a  mesen- 
teric capillary. (Upper curve) Potentials within the capillary at four distances from 
the current electrode tip,  (Lower curve) Potentials within the mesentery perpen- 
dicular to the capillary wall. The results are from exp. 2, Table IA. The current 
strength  was  2 p,A, the duration  200  ms. The vessel's radius was  15 #m.  The 
ordinate shows electrical potentials in millivolts and the abscissa gives distance 
from the tip of the current electrode in micrometers. 
The theoretically predicted electrical potential field in the mesentery is character- 
ized  by  an  exponential  decay  away  from  the  current  electrode.  Therefore,  in  all 
experiments, we selected vessels that were distant from neighboring vessels, to obtain 
a  potential that was undisturbed by electrical pathways of high conductance. 
It was important  to verify that  the actual potential distribution  corresponded to 
the theoretically predicted behavior. In support of the potential variation proposed in 
the  model  we  have  the  following  evidence:  the  potential  showed  an  exponential 
decline with distance from the current-injecting electrode, both in the capillary and 
perpendicular to the capillary in the mesentery (Fig. 3); the length constant, •x,  was 
the same when measured in the capillary as when measured in the mesentery, parallel 358  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9 VOLUME  77.  1981 
to the capillary. In separate experiments it was confirmed that the potential showed 
symmetry with respect to the coordinate axes. 
The voltage divider ratio was conveniently evaluated by first taking a  potential 
reading in the capillary and subsequently withdrawing the exploring electrode to the 
outside of the capillary wall.  To reduce a  possible current leak at earlier puncture 
sites,  measurements began at a  remote point from the current electrode and were 
successively made at closer distances. 
The  optical  diameter of the  experimental vessel was  measured at  the  greatest 
magnification as the distance between two sharp contours. In most cases there was 
hardly any variation in the optical diameter within the segment chosen  for investi- 
gation. 
The actual conditions differed from those assumed in the model analysis in one 
respect.  The potential at remote distances in the mesentery did not fall to zero but 
approximated a constant value of ~ 10% of the initial value close to the capillary. The 
residual potential was the same when measured in the interstitium as when measured 
in the superfusate on top of the mesentery. This reflects  residual resistance  in the 
superfusate. However, because this nonideality was of borderline significance,  it was 
disregarded in the data evaluation. 
RESULTS 
Determination of  the electrical resistance of  the capillary wall in the mesentery 
requires measurement of the following parameters: (1) The internal resistance 
of the capillary, ri,  (2)  the length constant, X~, of the capillary wall, (3)  the 
length constant, Xy, in the mesentery perpendicular to the capillary, and (4) 
the voltage divider ratio across the capillary wall. The values for these four 
parameters, when inserted into Eq.  l0  and Eq.  11  allow calculation of the 
capillary wall resistance. 
27 capillaries (arterial and mid-/venous capillaries) were characterized, and 
the individual results are shown in Tables IA and IB. This number represents 
less  than one-third of the vessels that were submitted to  investigation, but 
many had to be left out because of various problems encountered during the 
investigations.  Sometimes  unwanted  ground  leads  that  short-circuited  the 
potentials occurred;  sometimes a  sufficient number of measurements could 
not be carried out on the same capillary. Thrombi occasionally formed around 
the current electrode and led to interference with the free flow in the vessel. 
Free flow was considered important, and measurements on vessels in which 
stasis with erythrocyte aggregation occurred had to be discontinued. 
The  results  in  Tables  IA  and  IB  are  grouped  in  two  relatively distinct 
populations  consisting  of arterial  capillaries  (Table  IA)  and  mid-/venous 
capillaries (Table IB), which have different characteristics. 
1)  The  internal  resistance  was derived from the electrical resistance of frog 
plasma and the capillary cross-sectional area. Because the radius enters with 
a second power, it influences the resistance quite strongly. There are unavoid- 
able  uncertainties  in  delineating the  internal  boundaries  of capillaries  by 
microscopy in vivo. In an earlier series the radius varied between 8 and 23 #m 
(Crone et al.  1978),  similar to the present range. The tables show the values 
for optically determined radii  in the  reported  experiments.  For an average CRONE  AND  CHRISTENSEN  Electrical Resistance of Capillary Endothelium 
TABLE  IA 
MORPHOLOGICAL  AND ELECTRICAL  VARIABLES  OF 
ARTERIAL  CAPILLARIES 
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Exp.  Radius  ~x  ?~y  Vout/V(x)  Rm 
l O-4cm  l O-4  cm  I O-%m  ~cm  2 
1  15  58  75  0.59  0.68 
2  15  152  86  0.46  4.91 
6  15  106  95  0.50  2.31 
9  15  98  79  0.70  1.12 
15  7.5  87  67  0.67  4.51 
18  7.5  70  58  0.40  4.08 
20  15  101  81  0.72  1.09 
25  22  151  91  0.34  3.63 
26  11  69  56  0.71  0.93 
27  12  159  119  0.39  8.62 
Median  99  80  0.54  3.0 
Percentiles  70-128  63-89  0.40-0.69  1.0-4.3 
Experimental values determined by intracapillary current injection and measurement 
of intra- and extracapillary  electrical  potential  variations.  Intracapillary resistance 
was calculated from capillary radius and specific  resistance of frog plasma (90 9,cm). 
~,x is length constant of  capillary in situ. ~y is length constant of mesenteric interstitium. 
Vo~t/V(x) is ratio of electrical  potential immediately outside capillary to that  inside 
(voltage divider ratio). Rm is the specific  resistance of capillary endothelium. Percen- 
tiles are 25th and 75th. 
TABLE  IB 
MORPHOLOGICAL  AND ELECTRICAL  VARIABLES OF MID- 
AND VENOUS  CAPILLARIES 
Exp.  Radius  h~  hy  Volt~  V(x)  Rm 
l O-*  cm  l O-%m  l O-%m  •ctn 2 
3  15  60  92  0.48  0.97 
4  12  50  44  0.36  1.23 
5  10  41  44  0.50  0.83 
7  15  45  60  0.49  0.58 
8  15  65  134  0.76  0.48 
10  9  41  78  0.53  0.95 
11  8  64  102  0.67  1.64 
12  8  57  85  0.67  1.32 
13  12  105  119  0.45  3.61 
14  12  57  62  0.63  0.80 
16  11  43  108  0.70  0.49 
17  10  45  60  0.72  0.52 
19  18  82  57  0.50  1.18 
21  12  64  75  0.63  0.97 
22  12.5  39  50  0.52  0.54 
23  12.5  60  51  0.50  1.16 
24  12  57  54  0.63  0.80 
Median  57  62  0.53  0.95 
Percentiles  44-63  52-90  0.49-0.66  0.55-1.2 
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capillary  radius  of 12.6 #m  the  internal  resistance,  ri,  would be  18.9  ￿  10  6 
~cm -1.  The  radii  of the arterial  capillaries  tended  to be a  little  larger  than 
those of the other group. 
The specific resistance of frog plasma was used instead of that of frog blood 
because  the  hematocrit  is  very low  in  animals  kept  in  the  laboratory.  The 
small vessel hematocrit  is lower than that of the large vessels and varies from 
capillary to capillary, so that  meaningful  corrections cannot be applied. The 
error committed by using plasma rather  than  some fraction of the resistance 
of blood must be very small. 
2)  The  length constant, Xx, was determined  with  the  current  electrode in  a 
fixed position and the potential electrode inserted at various distances from it 
as  decribed  above. The  distance  between  the  nearest  and  the  most  distant 
measuring  point  averaged  116 #m,  i.e.,  about  two length  constants,  so that 
the potential  at  the most remote position had  declined to  10% of the initial 
value. 
The values are given in Tables IA and IB. The average value for the arterial 
vessels was 99 #m, whereas that of mid- or venous capillaries was 57 #m. The 
length constants were six to seven times the mean of the capillary radii. Thus, 
it  is  possible  to  make  a  safe  determination  of this  value  (Eisenberg  and 
Johnson,  1970), and the situation is a  little more favorable than that encoun- 
tered in a  very leaky epithelium such as mammalian  proximal kidney tubule 
(Boulpaep  and  Seely,  1971),  where  the  length  constants  are  closer  to  the 
internal  radius of the tubule. 
The  effect  of the  mesothelial  covering  is  to  increase  the  length  constant 
above that for a naked capillary and, although the presence of the mesothelial 
membranes  complicates the formal analysis,  it  increases  the length  constant 
sufficiently to make the conditions experimentally manageable. 
3) The length constant, Xy, in the mesentery was determined with the stimulating 
electrode within the capillary and potential  determinations  at distances from 
0 to 180 #m from the capillary wall. The values obtained are shown in Tables 
IA  and  IB.  The  average  length  constants  were 80  and  62 #m,  respectively. 
Their  values are  determined  by a  combination  of interstitial  resistance  and 
mesothelial  resistance,  as  described  under  Theory.  Although  the  individual 
data points defined a  line in a  semilogarithmic  plot, data points occasionally 
fell outside this  line.  This  is probably due to errors  in the placement  of the 
electrode  tip  between  the  two  leaflets  of  the  mesothelial  cells  lining  the 
interstitium--the  electrode tip  itself being  invisible.  Furthermore,  the  mea- 
surements were made under  liberal superfusion  (to reduce the external  elec- 
trical resistance), and this could lead to electrode displacement. 
4)  The  voltage divider  ratio across the capillary  wall  gives  the  fraction  of the 
internal  potential found just outside the capillary. About 40-50% of the total 
resistance from stimulating electrode to ground was situated in the capillary 
membrane.  The  individual  determinations  are shown  in  Tables  IA and  IB. 
There was no clear difference in voltage ratio between the two groups. 
5)  The  values in  Tables  IA and  IB show that  the electrical resistance of the 
capillary  wall was different  in  the two groups of capillaries,  with  the arterial CRONE AND CHRISTENSEN  Electrical Resistance of Capilla(y Endothelium  361 
vessels having a  somewhat higher electrical resistance. The median values for 
the  two groups were 3.0 O,  cm  2 and  0.95  ~cm 2,  respectively. There  was only 
little overlap between the values in  the  two groups,  and  the  median  values 
were significantly  different,  P  <  0.005  (Wilcoxon's  rank  test,  Snedecor and 
Cochran  [1967]).  We have  not  used statistics  based on  normal  distribution 
because of the rather small sample sizes, but also because the populations are 
not necessarily normally distributed. The problem is insufficiently understood 
at  the  present  time,  but  long  "tails"  in  distribution  curves  of  capillary 
permeabilities  or filtration  coefficients have  been noticed  by several investi- 
gators (Mason et al.,  1977; Curry,  1979). 
The difference between the two groups of consecutive vessels should not be 
overemphasized, but it can hardly be doubted that  there is a  real decrease in 
electrical resistance along the microvasculature.  Curry (1979)  noticed a  tend- 
ency toward  lower permeabilities  of NaCI  in  frog mesenteric  arterial  micro- 
vessels compared with more distant  locations, and  Fraser et al.  (1978)  found 
an  even  more  pronounced  increase  in  filtration  permeability  toward  the 
venous end,  with  ratios of venous/arterial  coefficients of 4-5  (cf. Intaglietta 
[1967]).  Our  data  indicate  that  permeability  increases  by a  factor of three 
from the arteriolar  to the venous end. 
Accesso(y data 
From the values of Ax and ri one can calculate the total input resistance "seen" 
by the current  electrode. The total input resistance, rtot  ~  0.5(Ax.ri)  (Jack et 
al.,  1975). The mean  value of rtot in all determinations  was 77 k~. As shown 
in  the Appendix,  it  is possible to derive values for the mesothelial resistance 
Rmes and for the specific interstitial resistance Pc. The mean value for Rm~ was 
9.6  O,  cm  2  (all  determinations),  which  is  about  half of the  value  found  by 
Frokj~er-Jensen  and  Christensen  (1979).  However,  Rmes is  inversely propor- 
tional  to  the  capillary  radius,  and  some of the  discrepancy  may arise  from 
slight  overestimation  of vessel  radius.  Also,  the  continued  superfusion  with 
albumin-free  frog Ringer's  solution  may have led to increased  permeability 
(Mason et al.,  1977). 
The mean value ofpo was 273 O,  cm (all determinations).  The ratio between 
the resistivity of frog Ringer's solution and  the resistivity of the interstitium 
was 0.33. We have earlier determined  an  interstitial  K + diffusion coefficient 
of 0.63  ￿  10  -5 cm2s  -1  (Crone et  al.,  1978).  The  free diffusion coefficient at 
20~  for  potassium  is  1.8  ￿  10 -5  cm2s  -x,  so  that  the  interstitial  diffusion 
coefficient  is  0.35  of  the  free  diffusion  coefficient.  Both  the  present  and 
previous determinations  suggest a  reduction  of interstitial  diffusion  (or con- 
ductivity) by a  factor of 3 due to tortuosity effects. 
The length  constant  of the mesothelial cell layer, Am~,  Was determined  in 
each case from the data in the tables. The mean value of all determinations 
was  51.5/~m.  As  mentioned  in  the Appendix,  Am~ should  equal  the  length 
constant  A,  determined  in  our  earlier  paper  on  potassium  permeability  of 
mesenteric capillaries  (Crone et al.,  1978). The condition for this to be true is 
that  restriction  in  mesothelial  permeation  is  the  same  for  the  sodium  and 362  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9  VOLUME  77 ￿9 1981 
chloride  ions that  largely carry the current  in the present  experiment  as for 
potassium ions. The mean value for A obtained earlier was 60.2 ~m (Crone et 
al.,  1978), in satisfactory agreement with the present findings: 
DISCUSSION 
For clarity, we discuss, in turn, the analysis, the data, and the implications of 
these experiments. 
Analysis 
As described above, the determination of the electrical resistance of a capillary 
wall was based on elementary cable considerations supplemented with terms 
necessitated by the special geometric conditions. A discussion of the particular 
model we have used may begin with  the equation  for a  naked capillary:  rm 
=  ri.X  2. For the mesenteric capillary this relation is replaced by Eq.  10, which 
has  the same structure  except that  there is a  multiplication  factor added to 
account for the geometric conditions.  Eq.  10 states that  rlat --  ri.~ 2. (a  +  fl). 
The first correction factor, a, gives the voltage drop across the capillary wall 
as fraction of the voltage inside the capillary.  This accounts for the effect of 
the distributed resistance outside the capillary wall. The factor would be unity 
if the  interstitial  potential  were zero;  however, this  is  not  the case, and  the 
factor is smaller than unity (cf. Tables IA and IB). The product h.Ay, which 
determines  the  deviation  from  unity,  depends  on  the  ratio,  h,  between  the 
resistivity of the interstitium  and that of the capillary wall and also upon Ay, 
which  is mainly determined  by the resistance of the mesothelial  membrane. 
The  mean  value of a  was 0.43.  The second correction  term, fl, refers to the 
fraction  of current  leaking  in  the  upward  direction  through  the  combined 
capillary and mesothelial resistance. The mean value offl was about half that 
of a, 0.22. The combined effect of the two correction terms in the brackets was 
to  reduce  the  capillary  wall  resistance  by ~30%  from  a  situation  in  which 
these  factors  had  been  disregarded  and  the  capillary  treated  as  a  naked 
capillary.  In other words, according to the two-dimensional  model employed 
in the present case, current only leaks out via a  certain  fraction of the entire 
circumference, in contrast to the naked capillary. 
A  numerical  example may illustrate  this.  Assuming that  the capillary has 
a  radius of 10  -3 cm and that the mesenteric thickness is also 10 -3 cm, ~x -- 60 
4  4  ￿  10-  cm, Xy ----- 90 ￿  10-  cm, and the ratio of potential outside/inside is 0.5. 
This  set of parameter  values gives:  ri --  29.0  M~cm -1, h  =  111  cm  -x, hay = 
1.0,  rht  --  774 ~,cm, and Rm --  1.55  ~m  2.  For a  naked c_a4Pillary  , the length 
constant would be only 29 X  10  -4 cm instead of 60 ￿  10-  cm, as calculated 
when the effect of the mesothelium is taken into consideration.  The mesothe- 
lium  acts as a  barrier  that  limits the current  leakage from the capillary and 
hence increases the length constant. Because the mesenteric capillary is a very 
leaky type of capillary, one must expect that  many other types of capillaries, 
being less permeable, could be submitted to cable analysis if it were technically 
feasible to insert  microelectrodes into them.  However, a  serious complication CRONE AND  CHRISTENSEN  Electrical Resistance of Capillar~ Endothtlium  363 
may arise from the very large internal resistance in capillaries with significantly 
smaller diameters, such as mammalian capillaries. 
The  value  that  most  decisively  influences  the  numerical  value  of the 
capillary  resistance  is  the capillary  radius  because  it  enters  with  a  second 
power since ri =  pi/~a 2. The mean radius in the present series was  12.6 #m. 
Mason et al.  (1979)  give  10 #m as the average value in the frog mesentery. 
Bundgaard and Frclkjaer-Jensen  x studied the consecutive segments and found 
small systematic variations in radius with a mean value of 9.9 #m in arteriolar 
capillaries,  similar  to  that  in  venous  (pericytic)  capillaries,  whereas  mid- 
capillaries had a  radius of 7.5 #m. There is no doubt that there is some bias 
in the selection of vessels for single capillary studies in favor of larger vessels 
at  the expense of the smallest capillaries because they are more difficult to 
work with. This applies to our study and, judging from their mean figures, 
also to those of Michel et al.  (1974)  and the original experiments of Landis 
(1927). Thus, we have no strong reason to introduce correction factors for the 
optically determined radii given in Tables IA and IB. 
In  view of the relatively complicated  model of the combined  capillary- 
mesentery system, it  is  of interest to quantify the effect upon the results of 
further simplifying the model. If the effect of current leak through the upper 
part of the capillary, as well as the interstitial resistance, is neglected current 
would leak in  the lateral  direction through a  capillary membrane with  an 
average height, d, corresponding to that of the interstitium (--10 #m) into zero 
....  2  potenual. In this case, only ri and )~ had to be determmed, since ri.)~  -- rlat 
and R,~ ffi 2d~t. The model is thus reduced to one dimension, which gives an 
easier  experimental  situation.  The  median  value  for  Rm  in  mid-/venous 
capillaries using this analysis would be  1.2 9,cm  a (against 0.95 s  which 
means that a  very simplified model would still give acceptable values. 
The mesenteric capillary--despite its popularity--belongs to an experimen- 
tally  difficult  group  of microvessels because of the complications  resulting 
from  the  mesothelial  covering.  In  current  studies  of the  capillaries  at  the 
surface of the frog brain, one-dimensional cable analysis was sufficient, and 
the experimental conditions were greatly improved because of the tightness of 
brain capillary endothelium, which has an electrical resistance of"- 1,300 ~'~cm  2 
(Crone and Olesen,  1981). 
Data 
Several aspects of the data were discussed in the presentation of the experi- 
mental results, but some supplementary comments may be added. 
One  of the  advantages  of experiments  on  single  capillaries  is  that  the 
technique allows regional investigation of permeability, whereas whole-organ 
experiments give information about all permeable segments lumped together. 
We found that the electrical resistance of arterial capillaries was higher by a 
factor of 3 than that of those vessels placed more distally in the capillary bed. 
This ratio corresponds well with measurements of hydraulic conductivity in 
consecutive  microvascular  segments.  Thus,  Fraser  et  al.  (1978)  found  an 
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ity. This functional characteristic apparently applies also to diffusional perme- 
ability  of small  solutes.  That  the  permeability  ratio  is  about  3  for  both 
hydraulic and diffusional permeability suggests that the phenomenon is due 
to a  variation in  fractional open slit  length rather than to  variations in slit 
width.  Had  larger  slits  been  present  in  the  venous  end,  one  would  have 
expected a steeper increase in hydraulic conductivity if Poiseuillean flow takes 
place during transcapillary filtration. 
Though the data from mid- and venous capillaries cluster around a  rela- 
tively narrow range of resistances, this  is  not  so  for the arterial resistances, 
where  the  range  is  much  larger.  The  explanation  for  this  difference  in 
heterogeneity is not clear. 
The  different wall  resistances  of the  two  populations  is  reflected in  the 
capillary length constant, )~x. The ratio between wall resistances in  the two 
groups should approximately correspond to the squared  ratio of the length 
constants. The resistance ratio was 3.0/0.95  -- 3.2; the squared ratio between 
the length constants was (99/57) 2 =  3.0, in good agreement with theory. 
The solution for the model used in the data analysis assumes that resistance 
of the membrane is independent of position. Because the resistance falls three 
times from arterial to venous vessels, this assumption is not wholly fulfilled. 
However, with a  length constant of <100/tin  and distances from arterial to 
venous vessels from 500 to  1,000 pro, the change in resistance within a  given 
segment is negligible. 
The transverse length constants, ~y, of the two sets of measurements are not 
significantly different. Although the median values are seemingly different, 
the ranges given by the percentiles are similar (Tables IA and IB). 
At  first  it  is  surprising that  the voltage divider ratio,  Vout/V(x),  does not 
differ between the two groups. The voltage ratio is the ratio Rout/(Rm  +  Rout), 
where Rout is the external resistance as seen from the outside of the capillary 
wall (--Xy. Po). This ratio decreases with increasing wall resistance, so that one 
would expect a  smaller ratio in arterial vessels, everything else being equal. 
Apparently,  the  variations  of the  resistance  in  the  interstitium  and  in  the 
mesothelial  membrane override the influence of Rm, with  the consequence 
that the difference is only seen in the lower percentile (cf. Tables IA and IB). 
Implications 
Three  aspects  of our  results  on  capillary  wall  electrical  resistance  will  be 
discussed:  (1)  relation  to  earlier  determinations  of ionic  permeability,  (2) 
relation to electrical resistance of some leaky epithelia, and (3) correlation of 
morphology and electrical resistance leading to  an equivalent model of the 
capillary wall that accounts for the observed electrical resistance and earlier 
determinations of filtration coefficients. 
1) Two series of measurements of ionic permeability of frog mesenteric capil- 
5  1  laries have been reported, with PK ---- 67  ￿  10-  cm.s-  (Crone et al.,  1978) 
and PNacl =  44 ￿  10  -s cm.s  -1 (Curry, 1979).  In neither of these studies were 
arterial and mid-/venous capillaries treated separately, although Curry no- 
ticed the trend toward lower values in arterial vessels. To compare our earlier C~ONE AN~ CHgZSTENS~N Electrical  Resistance of Capillary Endothetium  365 
determinations of ionic permeability  2 with present results, we used the average 
resistance from all vessels, 1.85 ~zm,  because we did not distinguish between 
permeabilities in consecutive segments in the earlier study. 
a)  Under conditions of flux equilibrium the partial conductance, Gj =  cj.Pj. 
(F~/RT)  (Sten-Knudsen,  1978).  The  transcapillary  conductance of a  KCI 
solution isomostic with frog Ringers solution would be 0.2 ￿  10  -a ￿  67 ￿  10  -5 
￿  3,754  X  l0 s  mol.cm-S.cm.s-l-coulomb.V-l.mo1-1  -  0.54  ~-l.cm -2, 
equivalent to a resistance of 1.84 ~zm  ~ (using PK ---- 67.10 -5 cm. s-l). Because 
the main cation in frog plasma is Na  +, which has a smaller mobility than K +, 
it is to be expected that the actual resistance would be a little higher. In view 
of the large range of the experimental determinations of resistance, there is, 
however, satisfactory correspondence between the actual measurements and 
the implications of earlier studies of ionic permeability in single capillaries. 
b)  If it  is  assumed  that  the  medium  that  carries  the  current  through  the 
capillary wall has a specific resistance similar to that of frog plasma (90 ~'~cm), 
an equivalent electrical resistance can be calculated using the above PK value. 
Because PK/Dg  =  67  X  10-511.80  ￿  10 -5  -~  38.9 cm  -1~- Ap/~,  where Ap 
is  pore  area  per square  centimeter of capillary surface and  Ax  is  the pore 
diffusion distance, the expected electrical resistance is given by 90/38.9  ~  2.3 
~cm  2,  which also compares quite well with  the overall electrical resistance. 
That the calculated resistance comes out a little higher than that for the pure 
KC| case may be explained by the smaller mobility of Na. 
That  the  electrical  resistance  of mid-/venous  capillaries  was  somewhat 
lower  (0.95  ~cm  2)  indicates  that  the  ionic  permeabilities  in  this  vascular 
segment are even higher than our previously reported average figure of PK, 
although this figure was about  10 times higher than that known from whole- 
organ studies of mammalian muscle capillaries.  In a  discussion of capillary 
pore  models,  and  on  the  basis  of theoretical  considerations,  Curry  (1980) 
reached the conclusion that our value of PK may eventually be on  the low 
side: Our present results from mid-venous capillaries support his expectation. 
2) The idea that there are similarities  between endothelia and epithelia,  as far as 
passive  permeability  properties  are  concerned,  has  been  advanced  several 
times (Crone,  1977 and 1981).  It is now possible to scrutinize this proposal in 
greater detail, because electrical properties and ionic permeabilities of several 
epithelia are well known. Table II summarizes some values. It  can be seen 
that  the  present  endothelium  has  the  lowest  resistance  and  highest  ionic 
permeability. At first glance however, it is surprising that even a very permeable 
capillary, such as the present one, has a resistance only about five times lower 
than that of a renal tubular epithelium. That the mammalian kidney epithe- 
lium  is completely impermeable to inulin  (and sucrose), whereas such non- 
electrolytes pass  easily through  capillary endothelia,  raises  some intriguing 
questions about the mechanics of pore permeation or of the microstructure of 
epithelial and endothelial pores (Michel, 1980). 
A  little  more  can  be  said  about  the  decreasing  electrical  resistance  in 
consecutive segments of microvessels. Simionescu et aI.  (1975 a), using freeze- 366  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9  VOLUME  77  ￿9  1981 
fracture technique in studies of consecutive segments in rat mesentery, showed 
that the arterial microvessels have tighter junctions with a greater number of 
ridges than do true capillaries or pericytic venules. The junctions in venular 
capillaries were found to be particularly loose, with only one intramembranous 
"strand"  and  few  particulate  structures.  Unfortunately, the  lack  of a  true 
understanding  of  the  relation  of  ultrastructural  features  to  permeability 
precludes quantitative considerations (Martinez-Palomo and Erlij, 1975; Hull 
and Staehelin, 1976). 
3)  In our earlier work (Crone et al.,  1978),  we put forward the possibility 
that  the porous pathways for transcapilla~y transport of ions and small solutes were 
identical to the "transendothelial channels" described by Simionescu et  al. 
(1975 b).  Despite intense efforts to localize such channels in frog mesenteric 
TABLE  II 
ELECTRICAL  RESISTANCES  AND  ION  PERMEABILITIES  OF  ENDOTHELIA  AND 
EPITHELIA 
Electrical  K + or Na  § 
Tissue  Reference  Reference 
resistance  permeability 
~'~r  2  cm  s -1 
Brain endothelium  1300  Crone  and  Ole-  3 ￿  10  -7  Hansen et al., 1977 
sen, 1891 
Necturus proximal  70  Boulpaep,  1972  3 ￿  10  -6  Boulpaep, 1972 
tubule 
Rat proximal tubule  5  Hegel et al.,  1967  2.3 ￿  10  -5  Schafer et al., 1974 
Frog  mesenteric  en-  1-3  Present article  6.7 x  10  -4  Crone et al.,  1978 
dothelium 
Comparison of electrical resistances and ion permeabilities ofendothelia and "leaky" epithelia. Apparently, 
there is a large variation in permeabilities (and probably in electrical resistance) among various endothelia, 
because the brain capillaries have ion permeabilities just as low as "tight" epithelia. 
capillaries,  we  have  not  been  able  to  provide  the  necessary  experimental 
support (Bundgaard et al.,  1979 a and  1979 b; Fr0kj~er-Jensen,  1981). There- 
fore, we have been forced to resume the idea of the interendothelial cleft as 
the principal pathway for small-solute transport. The main reason for choosing 
the interendothelial cleft is that it is unlikely that the plasma membrane of 
the  endothelial cells  would allow  significant  current  pasage.  Furthermore, 
studies  with  electron-dense  tracers  show  that  passage  through  the  cleft  is 
possible, albeit  with pronounced delay for large test molecules (Karnovsky, 
1970;  Wissig,  1979)  such  as  peroxidase  (equivalent  diameter,  50  A).  The 
stumbling block for immediately accepting the interendothelial cleft as  the 
hydrophilic pathway is the presence of what appears in many instances to be 
a  closed "tight junction" (zonula occludens). Palade et al.  (1979), reviewing 
the morphology of transcapillary passage, indicate that solutes with molecular 
diameters below 10 A probably can pass the tight regions. The tight junctions 
in frog mesenteric capillaries do not seal neighboring endothelial cells together 
throughout the entire circumference, since many sections show a  continuous CRONE  AND  CHRISTENSEN  Electrical Resistance of Capillary Endothelium  367 
open  passageway  (Mason  et  al.,  1979;  and  footnote  1).  The  width  of the 
paracellular  pathway  is  larger  in  the  venous  capillaries  (Simionescu  et  al., 
1978). 
It is tempting to characterize an equivalent interendothelial slit that would 
explain the observed electrical resistances. The more so, since morphometric 
studies in our laboratory have provided a  number for the total slit length per 
square centimeter of capillary surface area, averaging ~ 1,600-2,400 cm/cm~. 1 
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FIGURE 4.  Three alternative pore models. The Pappenheimer-Renkin model 
proposes slits with parallel plates (Pappenheimer, 1953). The dimensions would 
explain present findings and give a filtration coefficient as previously determined 
by Curry et al. (1976). The Lassen-Perl model (Lassen and Trap-Jensen,  1970; 
Perl,  1971) assumes obligatory passage through two consecutive segments, one 
of which is narrowed down to a width of 50 A while the other has a width of 200 
]k. It is not known whether the regions of "tight" junctions constitute circum- 
ferential belts around the endothelial cells or whether they are discontinuous, in 
which  case  modeling would  be  rather  arbitrary.  The  Curry-Michel  model 
(Curry,  1980; Michel,  1980) places an important diffusion and filtration hin- 
drance within the pore  in the form of a  matrix with characteristics that can 
explain selective diffusion restriction and measured solute reflection coefficients. 
It postulates creeping flow in the pore rather than Poiseuillean flow. The cleft 
depth of 0.7 #m refers to measurements on frog mesenteric capillaries) 
This new value for the mesenteric capillary places an upper limit on the area 
available  for transcapillary  passage  of current  (under  the  proviso  that  the 
dominant  current  leak  is  via  the  paracellular junctions).  With  a  total  slit 
length of 2,000 cm/cm 2, an equivalent slit width of 13 nm, and a  cleft depth 
of 0.7 pm, an electrical resistance of (90 ￿  7,000/130  ￿  2,000)  =  2.4 t2cm  2 is 
calculated for a  capillary wall with frog Ringer's solution in the junctions, a 
figure which is close to our overall average of 1.85 ~cm  2. 
Because some of the foundations of the classical pore theory (Pappenheimer, 368  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  ￿9  VOLUME  77  ￿9  1981 
1953) are under current discussion and alternative theories of pore permeation 
are being advanced (Curry,  1980; Michel,  1980), it is, perhaps, not profitable 
to  go  further  in  slit  modeling.  Fig.  4  summarizes  three  versions  of  the 
interendothelial  equivalent  "pore" geometry. With suitable dimensions,  any 
of the  three proposals could comply with  the observed electrical  resistances 
(and earlier  determinations  of filtration  coefficients of frog mesenteric capil- 
laries). 
We will leave the pore alternatives as interesting speculations among which 
we cannot  choose on the basis of present  evidence. The main  interest  in our 
new values does not particularly lie in their significance for pore modeling but 
rather  in  the  prospects  the  technique  gives  for  future  research  on  single 
capillaries  in  other  tissues.  We  have  shown  that  the  electrical  resistance 
complies well with earlier determination of potassium permeability, indicating 
that  the  high-potassium  solutions  did  not  artificially  increase  permeability. 
We  have  characterized  a  segmental  variation  in  solute  permeability  and 
described a method that may allow rapid changes in capillary permeability to 
be studied.  It  extends  the catalogue of approaches  to permeability of single 
capillaries and should be useful in cases in which ion-sensitive microelectrode 
technique cannot be applied or is unnecessary. 
APPENDIX 
The  relationship  between  Rm,  Rmes, and  po  and  the  experimentally  determined 
parameters Xx, }~y, and h is derived as follows. The factor h~y/(1  +  h~y) of Eq. 9b has 
been determined using the boundary condition (Eq. 8). 
When solution (Eq. 9b) is inserted into the field equation for the interstitium,  Eq. 
7, one obtains 
1  1  1 
with ~m~ ~" Rq~m~/ro. 
Apart from possible differences in permeation restriction for Na, K, and Cl in the 
mesothelial membrane, Rme, is inversely proportional to the mesothelial permeability, 
Pro, and po is inversely proportional  to the interstitial  diffusion constant Di.  Thus, 
~mea ~- ~/Di.d/Pm. 71,~ is identical to the diffusion length introduced in the "interstitial 
diffusion method" (Crone et al.,  1978). 
A second relation  is obtained by inserting the solutions (Eqs.  9a and 9b) into the 
field equation for the capillary, Eq. 4. 
1  1  1  1 
ri~  rlat  1  +  hXy  +  w.  (A2)  ?'up 
In this equation, rup must be expressed by rht and other measurable quantities. Eq. 6, 
which defines rup, can thus be expressed as 
r~p  =  2-rht(d +  hh~)/(cra  -  d), 
where we have used the definitions of the quantities h, ro, r~t, and Xme~. Substituting 
rup into Eq. A2 yields the main relation 
[  1  era--d]  (10) 
rl~t =  ri.X2x  1  +  hX-----'~  +  2(d +  hX~es)  " CRONE AND CHR|STENSEN  Electrical Resistance of Capillmy Endothelium  369 
Once rlat has been determined,  the remaining resistances  are obtained  thus:  specific 
resistance  of endothelial  wall,  Rm  =  2d, r~t,  resistivity  of interstitium,  po  -~ h.Rm, 
_  po  ~2  specific resistance of mesothelial layer, Rm~  -  -~-',,m~. 
Received  for publication lOJuly 1980. 
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